Video Questions: Secrets of the Psychics

1. How many Americans say they've had a psychic experience?

2. Who is James Randi?

3. Who is (was) Uri Geller?

4. What kinds of things could Uri Geller do?

5. Why does James Randi suggest a psychic might cover their eyes while they're back is turned?

6. What happened to Uri Geller on the Tonight Show?

7. What did the Tonight Show staff do to limit Uri Geller’s success?

8. Who was Peter Popoff?

9. How much money was Peter Popoff making?

10. How did Peter Popoff know so much about the people in his audience?

11. Where did Peter Popoff’s wife get the information about the people in the audience?

12. How does psychic surgery work?

13. How did James Randi change the time on the watch?

14. Who assists the trickster?

15. How many of the students thought their horoscopes were accurate?

   Many       Some       Few

16. What was special about these horoscopes?

17. Did the horoscope demonstration prove that horoscopes aren’t true?

18. What happened when the palm reader told his clients the opposite of what he was supposed to? How did he (the palm reader) explain this?